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We see in the world that there is many things is world that 
harms our environment as well as Land water like Plastic, Rub-
ber, Rack sin, Thermo Cole, glass, fiver and other things also .All 
is made by human when all new products lunch then we fell very 
happy and we made new –new factories and we utilize the things 
like any things .and between 50 years it is a big problem for the 
world. We can see it in the corner of the cities, bank of the rivers, 
and sea tanks, lakes, fields and many other places .Our Bihar Gov-
ernment take very good steps to band plastic bags .But it is not 
enough to control pollutions .By this action only poor people af-
fected and they punish by local polish and municipality workers. 
They loss their purchase things and given fine it is very bad for 
poor peoples. If we want to stop pollutions by plastic then we must 
ban like plastic bottle, pipe, suitcase, computer case, water tanks, 
electric utensils, water utensils, toilets utensils, pens glass plates 
and home utensils and any other many kind of utensils .we must 
ban in every things made by plastic or plastic used or mixed in 
other materials. 

Every things made by people in industries it has special smell 
that harm human and environment because when we bring any 
new items then we fell uneasiness and after some time we are ha-
bituated by the smell and we not feel uneasiness.

When we plough our fields then I found many items in our fields 
like rack sin, rubber sleepers, gutka covers polo thin rope water 
bottles corks thermo Cole pens glass and fiver oil pouch lassie 
pouch spices pouch chips pouch etc.

My advice is for the all government that if you want to ban the 
plastic items you must ban in all things above mention items, why 
only small industries suffer and only poor people suffer by law? 
And arrange alternative needs of the people or recycling of plas-
tic goods and keep safely all waste products. To clean the environ-
ments we must not through it and burn it.

Soft Plastics is used as polo thin bags, ropes, covers, plastic 
coated books papers etc.
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• Soft plastics
• Hard plastics

For Plastic we can divide in two parts 

1. Hard Plastics is used in pens, glass plates, suitcase, bottles, 
corks, pipe, tanks, fiver, playing items, Medicals items etc.

2. Things swimming and non swimming in water
3. Plastic, thermo Cole, plastic coated paper, and plastic coat-

ed cloths are swimming in water.
4. Rubber, rack sin, glass, fiver, hard plastic is non -swimming 

items its goes under the water it we cannot see. It’s also 
disturbed environments and water creatures.

5. Things which create Air pollutions
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